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WIXWORTH GIN

25

GREY HAWK CRAFT GIN

30

Lime, Grapefruit and a hint of lemon combine
to create the most delightfully refreshing
gin imaginable.

GINOLOGIST FLORAL GIN

30

An aromatic bouquet accentuated by rose
geranium and orange blossom so soft and
playful that it comes with a license to thrill.

GINOLOGIST SPICE GIN
A truly unique blend of the finest spices
including black pepper and grains of
paradise, complemented by cassia bark,
cardamom, and coriander add the
complexity and balance to create an
unbeatable drinking experience.

GARNISH IT!
ASK YOUR WAITER

for seasonal garnishes available to create
your favourite drink.

Classic aroma of juniper, lemon zest and
unique herbal notes. On the palate,
anticipate bold juniper, sweet floral spice and
fresh citrus delivering a dry lemony finish.

HOPE ON HOPKINS GIN DRY

35

Made using the London Dry one-shot
method, they distil a grain spirit with carefully
selected botanicals including citrus, lemon
verbena and – of course – juniper.

MHOBA WHITE RUM

35

Small batch artisanal rum produced from
local Nkomazi sugarcane”, Mhoba hails from
South Africa.

MHOBA DARK RUM
35

Green pepper and chili-like heat on the nose.
It’s as if you breathed into the capsaicin
fumes of a freshly cut jalapeño pepper. Hints
of black pepper are present as well, but it’s
hard to smell Ginifer Chili Gin for too long. The
chili is present.

35

RUM
35

GINIFER GIN CHILI

35

A smooth gin carefully crafted in small
batches using only the best botanicals.
Copper distilled with the diversity and
creative energy to create a perfect gin,
smooth as the summer sky.

A beautifully balanced blend of the finest,
hand-selected ingredients, offering all
the pleasures of a classic London Dry Gin
along with a uniquely South African flavour.
It is artfully crafted in small batches from
hand-picked, hand-selected botanicals,
both traditional and unusual, resulting in an
exquisitely balanced, delicately fragranced
gin that’s crisp and dry with a predominant
juniper flavour, hints of spice and citrus notes.

GINOLOGIST CITRUS GIN

GINIFER GIN

30

Apparent in the aroma is a smoky brown
sugar caramel with hints of vanilla, cinnamon
and clove baked apple or pear.

SAILOR JERRY’S

25

A spiced rum created by the famed tattoo
artist ‘Sailor Jerry’ Collins. A medley of spice
aromas, including subtle cinnamon and
nutmeg, with hints of toasty oak, toffee,
chocolate and vanilla.

INVERROCHE RUM
Handcrafted from blackstrap treacle
molasses combined with mineral-rich water
from the unpolluted skies and ancient
limestone aquifers of the Southern Cape.
Triple distilled in “Meg”, a custom built copper
pot still, matured in charred oak.
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35

VODKA
NEW HARBOUR

65

Copper catalysed vodka exuding light floral
flavours, warm and smooth textures and hints
of vanilla, fruit and spice.

SKY VODKA

25

America’s first quadruple distilled and
triple filtered premium vodka.

HERRADURA REPOSADO
With the agave hearts roasted in traditional
clay ovens, and fermented using only the
local wild yeasts native to the casa, Herradura
Reposado is aged after distillation in American
oak barrels for 11 months to allow the flavors of
this tequila to mature.

HERRADURA ANEJO

REYKA VODKA

25

Reyka is an Icelandic vodka, distilled from
wheat and barley. It is also the world’s first
“green” vodka, being made from glacial
water and distilled using sustainable energy
from geothermal heat.

40

55

Agave hearts (piñas) are roasted in
clay ovens, before being shredded by a
mechanical roller, and then fermented with
wild yeasts native to the area. Finally, there is
a double distillation before being matured in
American oak barrels.

BRANDY

WHISKY
ANCNOC 18 YRS WHISKY

145

Matured in a combination of oloroso sherry
and bourbon casks, all of which were
second-fill barrels. An aromatic and
sweet Highlander.

JIM BEAM WHITE LABEL

20

Made to the same formula since 1795, this
giant of the category is aged for four years in
oak barrels to create a smooth, mellow taste
with hints of spice.

HIGHLAND PARK 12YRS

55

Demonstrates rich, well balanced malty
tones, with the subtle floral smoke which
makes Highland Park such a distinctive single
malt whisky.

BAINS

30

Combination of toffee, floral and vanilla
aromas. A hint of spice softened by the
sweet undertones of oak.

ARDBEG CORRYVRECKEN

150

The more aggressive notes of coal tar,
damp kiln, anise, and smoked seaweed
are supported by an array of fruit, dark
chocolate, espresso, molasses, bacon fat,
kalamata olive, and warming cinnamon on
the finish.

30

Woody Agave, smooth and sweet with
presence of dry spices, cinnamon, caramel
and fruity undertones.

35

A sherry wood and walnut nose is
complemented by subtle hints of apricot,
vanilla and tropical fruit. The palate is full and
fruity, with overtones of spice and nuttiness.
The finish is soft, characterful and long lasting.

TOKARA

50

The aromas abound with subtle complex
notes of fresh vanilla, dried fig, peach and
raisin fruits. The floral pot-pourri aromas, rich
jasmine and orange blossom notes add to
the complexity of this brandy.

FISH EAGLE

20

Every drop is the essence of perfection distilled in handmade copper potstills - not
once, but twice, for purity and smoothness.
The hand of time and the mystery of oak
complete the quest for excellence. The
process is unhurried and untouched.

JOSEPH BARRY XO HANDCRAFTED
CAPE BRANDY

50

Pretty spectacular mouth with deep fruit
flavours edged by spicy sweet vanilla. Silky
flow across the palate with a fine, lively texture.

SHARE YOUR
EXPERIENCE

TEQUILA
ELJIMADOR

OUDE MOLEN VS

WE’D LOVE TO SEE HOW YOU MIX THINGS UP

#HighBallCraftBar
#TheFairway
#MixThingsUp

www.thefairway.co.za

WINE

CRAFT BEER
DARLING BREW GYPSY MASK 330ml

65

A red ale, with a striking rusty colour. Spicy
hops balances with malty sweetness and a
fruity aroma. Exceptionally smooth. A low
bitterness makes this a sessionable,
all-season ale.

DARLING BREW BONE CRUSHER 330ml

65

A refreshing Witbeer. A cloudy pale beer,
with a powerful nose. Spicy coriander, clove
and sweet banana aromas abound. The
mouthfeel is lightened by the tart, zesty taste
of orange peel, leaving you wanting more.

CBC LAGER on tap

55

55

Traditional full bodied lager achieves great
balance between hop bitterness & malt
sweetness. It delivers a crisp and refreshing
taste that never disappoints.

JACK BLACK
LUMBER JACK AMBER ALE 440ml

per bottle
per glass

160
65

Quite perfumed and fittingly complex, the
palate lined with chocolate, spice and
confectionery cherries. A peppery nuance
adds further character.

PINK TONIC

20

BLUE TONIC

20

INDIAN TONIC

20

DRY LEMON

20

SODA WATER

20

GINGER ALE

20

Sparkling rose & cucumber

As bold as the woodsman who worked the
timber in a bygone era, Lumberjack has a
sturdy malt driven backbone, packed with
loads of roasted malt. Huge hop additions
intensify the piney, citrus aromas of this full
flavoured ale.

70

Sparkling blueberry

An award winning Pale Ale, smooth in
body with a distinctive flavour profile,
and a decidedly fresh taste. Refreshing
characteristics balanced with rich malt
complexity and a bitterness that lingers to
the finish.

JACK BLACK
SKELETON COAST IPA 440ml

BEER

75

A fearless beer with full malt flavour and
extreme hop character. The latest in a series
of great beers from Jack Black’s, this is dry
hopped and has powerful citrus, floral and
earthy notes.

140
55

MIXERS

70

JACK BLACK
BUTCHER BLOCK PALE ALE 440ml

per bottle
per glass
Explodes on the nose with guava, lime, kiwi
fruit and gooseberry. Concentrated, tangy
acidity with a good contrast of tropical fruit
with a pebbly texture. Hints of green pepper
and fig on a long, soft finish.

ERNIE ELS
SHIRAZ / CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Full bodied and complex, with a light
bready aroma.

JUST BLACK on tap

ERNIE ELS
SAUVIGNON BLANC

ON TAP!
WE ALWAYS HAVE CRAFT BEER ON TAP!
Please ask your waiter which beers
are currently on tap.
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